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DIURNAL HEAT STORAGE IN
DIRECT GAIN PASSIVE SOLAR BUILDINGS*

by .

J. Douglas Balcomb
Donald A. Neeper

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexfco 87545

I,3STRACT

This paper presents a simplified method for predicting temperature
swings in direct-gain buildings. It is called the DHC method due to the use
of a diurnal heat capacity (DHC). Diurnal heat capacity is a measure of the
effective mount of heat stored during a sunny day and then released at
night--the typical 24-hour diurnal cycle. This enables prediction of the
nnximum temperature swings experienced in the building and can be calculated
us$ng a single 24-hour harmonic. The advantage is that closed-form analytic
solutions can be obtained for a variety of simple and layered-wall
configurations. Higher harmonic components are accounted for by a correction
factor. The method is suitable for us by hand or on a programmable calculator.
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This paper presents a simplified method
for predicting temperature swings in direct
gain bulldlngs.l It is called the DHC
method because it uses diurnal heat capticity
(DHC), a measure of tbe effective amount of
heat stored during a sunny day and then re-
leased at night. It enables calculation of
the maximum temperature swings experienced in
the building using & single 24-hour harmonic.
Closed-form analyt”lc solutlons can be obtain-
ed for a variety of simple and layared-wall
configurations. Higher harmonic components
are accounted for by a correction factor.
LM/er harmonics are not present during a
series of clear, sunny winter d6ys.

Bq~~use the c~un~ty of bujldfflg
desi ncrs and trades fn the U.S. uses

7Brit ,th units. this information was devel-
oped in thone units, In this paper, the
equiua~ent !;1 wilts are shown where
appropriate.

DIURN4L HEAT CAPACITY CALCULATION—..

Qual itatfve Assessment.——.

For Mat to be stored in a matsfve
wall, it mush penatrtta into th? depth of

~~s National Labor~tory,
LOB Alamos, NwMextcn 97545. This
wrk perfo-d undaII tha uJspic@s of
the US Oep@rtment of Energy, Ctfficc of
Solar Heat Technologf@s.

the wall, This means that to be an
eff?ctlve heat storage element, a wall
should have the following characteristics:

● It should have a high thermal heat
capacity. That is, the product of
density, p, and specific heat, c,
should be large,

o It should have a high thermal conduc-
tivity, k. Ihe deep port~ons of the
wall cfinnot participate fn the charging
and dischargin~ cycle if they are
Isolated frcm the rocm by a layer of
low thermal conductivity materfal.

Becaus+meterial~ that have a high
denstty also usually have high thermal
conductivity, tt follows that wall materials
that are ~ood insulators are poor for heat
stor~ge. Intuitively we can see that if the
product pck it hi h, the haat storing

?al,iltty of thewa 1 WI1l be high, Th~s
result will be borne out tn the equations to
follw.

Thfd nature of the diffuston of heat
tnto tnd out of a wall can be better
appreciated b reference to curves that shw

ianalytic resu ts for a 24.’four sinusoidal
input, which is the case de are considering,
Figure 1 shows the tempwatur~ and haat flux
at the surface and at thr~ d pths fns!dc a
co crete wall [

9
!

● 229\ k9im (143 lbl
ft ), C ■878J/ikg(O.21 BUI/OF lb),



k .1.73 u~(l.o B~/hoF ft)~ . ~~ we
3-hour phase shift botwen the heat flux and
temperature of the surface, and the reduction
in mplitude of both the temperature and heat
flux waves at various depths.

In the Inltlal analysis, only a single
frequenq, a 24-hour sine wave, will be ccm-
sidered. This is toe diurnal portion of the
building response. Other portfons could be
added to this b obtain the total heat flow.
Forexmple, the heat flow through an outside
wall can be separated Into the steady-stit~
heat flow, a diurnal response, and other har-
monics that the analyst may wish to consider.
The staady-state haat flaw can be dete?mlned
frcmthe U-value and the lnslde/outsl&
average tamperatur% difference. If the wall
consists of a massive alement on the inside
and is wll insulated tin the outside, the
diurnal cmnponent of the heat flux at the
intirface between msss wall and Insulation
wI1l be relatively small cmpared with heat
fluxes In the wall and cm be Ignored In the
diurnal analysis.

Analytic Solutions

If the wall surface dimensions are
large canparedwlth Its thickness, beet
flws accorxllng to the one-dimensional heat
diffusfon equation

(1)

where T ■ temperature,
~ ■ dl$t~nc~ wlthfn tha wa)l, and
t ■ tjff@,

Ifwe confine our Interest to solutlons
at a single angular frequency corresponding
to a parlod P ■ 2n/111, closed-form afIalYtlC
solutlons can b. found. The development that
follows, with some changes In nomenclature,
Is that of ‘avles,2

Thick Utlls, If the wall fs infinitely
thtck,~onto Eq. (1) ts

T .T#-RX co$(2~t/p - Bx n/4) , (2)

q ■ aT#-B~ co$(2wt/p - @) , (3)

where B ● ~-, (4)

amm~ (5)

Tm ● p~ak surface temperature Vtrfation
frm average, and

q ■ heat flux inti wall.

The phase has been adjusted so that the pedk
surface heat flux Is at t ❑ O.

In the literature, the thermal
atiittance, a, Is the primary parameter
used. It is the ratio of peak heat flux to
peak t ●rature varlat~on [H/~K
[Btu/f~hoF)l. The parawterof
interest in this report Is the dlurnnl heat

Y
capacl , dhc, which !s the ratio of the
Intagra under a half cycle of the heat flux
Sfne wave, AQ to the peak-to-peak tempe?a-
t.ure ~wlng, b+. Diurnal heat c~pacfty IG
used here Instead of thermal admittance
because it more directly relates the two
values of Interest: the heat stored acd the
peak-to-paak temperature swfng. The term
diurnal Implies thatP ● 24 h-(86400s).
Diurnal he?t capacity Is r~lated to thermal
adnlttance as follows:

dhc (J/Km~) ■ Pe/2r ■ 13751a (H/Km2) .

dhc ■4’ . (6)

Flnlte Walls. A mor@ general solution
to Eq. 11) 1s

T - efQt(Ccoshyx +0 slnh W) , (7)

wherey= (1 -i!
-’ (8)

i=~,and

C and D are constants.

The heat flux Is glvan by

(9)

If values 08 TI and ql are to be
determined at x * O and 12 and 2 are

agfven at x ● X, C and Ocan be etemlnad
with the resultt

ql =q2coshyX + T~k YsinhYX , (10)
T1 ● T2 coshyx + (q2/kf)slnhyX . (11)
Thfs pair sf ?~uatlohs relates tha heat flux
and temperature at one surfdce to those it
another surface.

If the wall
on u,* back side,
(q2~O)atx~X

Is flnit~ andwell Insulatad
the heat flu~ 18 ~ero
and

I



ql ■ 1~ k YSfdIYX/CoS!SYX , (12)
ql=Tlk YMnhyX , - “ [13)

(14)

where z = tanh yX , and

g.ei 7/4 .

g has a wmgnitude of unity. WI tlplfcatf,w
by g adds 45° to the phase, and accounts
for the fact that the phase of temperature
is 450 behind the phase of heat flux at
the surface of an Infinitely thick whl~.
Division by g subtracts 450 fran the
phase. zg is a complex variable with
mgnltude and phase as follws:

Meg ■

COS2T)/(COSh 21 + C0s2/:)~[cosh 2T -

phase ■ (16)
arct~n (sin 21; sinh 27) + IV4 ,

where T ‘~w ‘ (17)

Thus the dhc of a finite wall is obtained by
computing magnitude of the dhc of an inffnite
wall, dhcm ■

F!
M m , and modifyln this

by the zg pro uct. The mhgnitude mod fier
and the overall phase (including the wf4
term) are givsn in Figure 2, Note in Figufe
2 thut there is a meximumof 1.14 in themag-
nitude curve that occur’s at a dimensionless
thickness Oi 1.18. This means that k finite
wall of this thlcknes$ has 1.14 times the
dhc of an infinite wall. Thus, there is an
optimm wall thickness (in terms of diurnal
heat storage) given by

xo=l.18Jm , (10)

-nd at this optinuan thfckness the magnitude
of the dhc Is

dhco ● 1.14 dhc= . (19)

The relationships for a finit~ wall
apply to two cases: (1) an exterior uall of
a buflding, well insulated on the outside,
that exchanges heat with tho room through
the interior shrfa,:o, and (2) an interfor
wall of a Iwildlng that exchanges heat
equally through both aurfac~a. For tho
@xt@rlor wnll case, th~ th!ckness, X, is the
actual thlckncaa of ths masslvt wall element.
For an Intirlorwal’, the energy flou at the
wall cantorplane IS zero, Thor@for@, th~
Bituatton ia physically identical to that of
an intulat~d exterior wall of just half the

thickness. Thus, when one applies the
?inite-wall relationshlpsto an interior
wall, X shwld be set ●qual LY hnlf the full
wall thickness. The ●ffective surface area
is twice the wall area because heat is
flmdng through both surfaces.

Effect of an Air Film. The previous
dlscusslcn nas related m e%eat flw and the
total heat stor~ge to the wall s;:rface
temperature. Unfortunately, th~nt
resistance cf the air film at the wall
surface is large enough to significantly
im de the flow of heat from the room to the

rwa 1 surface. A good general average for
combined convective and rndiative heat
transfer fs

J
thermal condu tance or U value

$of 0.51 U/K !1.5 Btu/oF ft h). me
thermal achnittan:e of a concre

J
wall of

optinwm thfrkness Is 18.1 W/K . Because
the air film c~n~ctance is smaller than the
wall admittance, ft wI?l dominate the net
conductance of tho combined pair in series.
To compute a net series conductance, we nw~t
account for the phase lag between the temper-
ature and heat flow at the wall surface.
This can be dons by a vector additlcn of the
two thcnnbl im edances. The thmnal

[impedance of t e afr film is l/U, with zero
phase. The thewnal impedance of the wall is
the recfp~or.al of the thetmal admittance or
0.0553Km2/H, with a phase l&gof 52.6
angular degrees. The vector sum of the two
has an impedance magnitude of 0,16 with a
phase lag of 16,4 degrees, The phase
corresponds t~ a 1 hour and 5 minute time
lag of t%nperature bohfnd flux. The thermal
admittaf..e computed above is the ratio
2Aq/ATr where ATP is the peak-to-
peak vfriat<on in roan temperature.

The armnt of heat stored durfng a
12-hour half-cycle is

(P/2w)(24/ ~) ●

987397 J/Km (4,28 Btu/°F ft2) ,

Th s is much less than the value of 2,49 x
i10 (12.2 Btu/QF ft2) obtained for the

wall alone bwause of the resistance of the
alr film tind the resulting fact th~t the
wall surface tempe)’ature varlatfon is much
smaller than the ro’fi temperatline variation.

If themagnttude and phase ofdhcs
are known, ccmputed in terms of surface
temperature, the magnitude and phase of
dhcr, computed fn terms of room
temperature, are (~ denotes phate)

(surface)



dhcr ■ m2 Q2 (roam)

h ● heat transfer c fflclent,
rbl/X#(@tu/oF ft h) ,

-= (20)
q/J( 2nq/hP+oos pl)z+sln2~ ,

r2 (21)
arc;an[sin pl/(i5ml/hP + cos PI)] .

m#q
l//-S pl)~ + sin2pl ,

P1 ■

n/4 + arctan (sin 2~/sinh 2T)

(see Ffgure 2) .

The function m2/nrl is plotted in Figure 3.
Equation (21) can be used to ffnd the phase.
These equations could also be used to ezti-
mete the ●ffect on dhc of a lW-ISSSS meterlal
covering the surface of a massive wall,
provided the heat capacity of the covering
material ii negligible.

-in ;~e?iy%l~:~~Z~y~consls s o more
the analytical solution is cmplfcate~ somm~
what, but closed-fonm solutions are st~ll
obtatnablo, The following procodure can be
used to detemdne the dhe of any number of
layars of differect materials of any thickness.

Equations (10) and (11) relate the heat
flux ar,d temperature tt wrface 1 to those at
surface 2. The two surfaces are paral?el and
separated by dfstance X. If- divide Eq. !10)
by Eq. (11), us obtafn

S2+ Zg
s,=— ,

1 + zs2/g
(22)

where S1 ■ ql/(Tl a) , and (23)

St “q~/(T2a) . (24)

All the t?ms except a in thase
equatfons are complex varimblcs, The
ma nftude and pnase of zg are glvon fn Eqs.
(l!) and (16).

Equation (22) allous us to calculat~
S1 knouing S2 and z. Tntis, we can
progress through the wall, ona layer at a
time, by using Eq, (22) to relate tbo
thermal admittance &t ont faca to the
thwmal atiittance on the 011 osite face.

RFor the first layerwe can c M$O ql/Tl ■ O

‘to rqmssent a perfectly Insulated wall or

7
/T1 - h to mpresent~r&rlor Insulation

w th U-value = h. If S2 ■ o, 51 = Zg;
this 19 the finite wal) case given earlier.
If there is amessless layer in the wall,
such as 8n air gap, It can be treatid using
the air film relations g’vcn earner.

USE OF h DIURNAL HEAT CAPACITY

The dl?c procedure described In this
report Is a simplified method for estimating
temperature swings. It allows the user to
Systematically account for all of the
material inside e room. Only that heat
capacity ?s accounted for which Is eff~ctlve
during a re~titive 24-hour cycle. Because
tmperatura swing calculations we normally
done for a repetitive series of sunny days,
nne Is not concemod about laer frequency
harmonics over a longer period. These lovrer
frequency cornpnnents result in a drift In

average temperature. However, higher
frquency harmonics must be evaluated to
estimate their effect on the tmnperature
swing. As w shall see, thfs results In a
simple mltlpllcattve constant that can be
used to correct esthetes based on pure
diurnal sine wave analysts.

~derlying Assisnptions

Diurnal hett capacities can be
considered for two basic cases: direct, fn
which the dhc is glvon In terms of the
taperature swing of the wall surface, afid
In/lrect, lnwh~ch dhc fs given In tmnsof
thw air temperature (a convective coupling
Is assumed), To use direct dhc to estimate
temperature swings, we assumw that the rom
tamfmatura and the surface temperature ara
tho same. The room temperature used in the
calculation r~fars to a comblnatlor, of the
afr temperature and mean radiant temperature,
Tho use of wall surface temperature equal to
envlromental t-porature is a reasonable
approximation In the direct ain spact. In

?a rmcm space where tho wal s are heated by
air that has convected through doorway~ fmn
othor places In the M!ilding, we hav~ the
resistance of an air film fn swlos wfth th~
wall, This is referrad to as Indirect
coupling. A thtrd possibility fa th~ case
of a aurfa:e that ts fn the direct-boa,n sun
for some portfon of the day, For this
surface, an onhancament factor can be used
to account fol” the fact that the surface Is
tn thd dtwct sun and thus maY b. warwwr
than the room temperature
Tho enhancement factor fa

,,,,,,,,,

for-s- perfod.
treated tn Ref. 1.

,“, ‘ l“:
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Dlunal Heat Capecitles of Various Materials

Diurnal heat capacities (dh&) of
different Mterlals can be tabulated If the
properties are known. Table I lists the
direct d~of scme c-n buildlngwterl-
als, based on handbook values of the physical
properties. Direct diurnal heat capacities
for different wall thicknesses can be
obtained frcsm Figure 2, and indirect diimal
heat capacities fran Figure 3. Detailed
tcbl~s are given In Ref. 1. Indirect
capacities frequently are approximately
40-S0% of the direct, capacities.

Diurnal Heat Cap&cl~ of a Bull dlnq.

The dfuma; heat capacity of a whole
roan cr a whole building can be determined
by aggregating the ●ffect of all surfaces
actlrlg in parallel. Thfs WI1l be called
DtK . It Is the vector sum of all the dhc
valuas for all the various surfaces that
enclose the room,

!25)

where i At Is the area of the Ith

~f;fa;;’the d c of the Ith
}!sur ace, J/Km (Btu/oF ft2) ,

so that DHC has units of J/K or Btu/oF.

It Is first necessary to classify each
inside surface of,the b~llding or rocm
according to the coupling between the
surface and the solar gain. In this it Is
useful to di$tlngulsh two major coupling
c~tegories as follows:

Raoiation-coupled mass. Solar energy is
~raasferred to he storage mass by ●ither
sola- or thermal radiatiim. The mass must
be either within the space that the sunshine
anters or form ah encloslng sul’face of the
space. It ?s not necessary for the msss to
be III the direct sun, but there must be a
direct line of s{ghtbetueen the mess
surface and absorbing or reflecting surfaces
that are in direct sun.

Natural-convection-coupled mass. Solnr
anorgy fc transferred the storag~ mass by
natural convection of warm air. Oowway or
other openings for cohvect!on wst be
provided with a total open area of at least
4% of the storage mass surfhce, or 2?. of the
storage mass surface ff the openings are
spaced more than 2 vertfcal M apart.

Accordin “4 tie previous nomenclature,
!radiation-coup ed mass 1s conslckred to be

direct, and convection-coupled mass Is
considered to be Indtrect. Exceptions are
the following: (1! all ceilings, because of
the excellent heat exchango with rom air,
a= classified as direct even if they are In
rmote roms, provided there fs a suitable
convective connection, and (2) floors not in
the direct sun, because of the poor convec-
tive couplin and the lack of line-of-sight

!direct coupl ng, are classified as Indirect.

The DHC 1s the emount of energy that
the building will store for each thermal
degree (peak-to-peak) of sinusoidal room
temperature suing. If the p~ak solar Input
Is at noon, the peak of the 24-hour hammlc
of the temperature will occur at the tlnm
corresponding to the phase lag. Note that
at this point these results are based on
sinusoidal variations. Hlghw hawnlc
canponents will change the picture someuhat.
A computer program for calculating the dhc
and DHC Is given In Ref. 1.

Estimation of Room Temperature Sulnq—— —

The amount of heat that is stored in
the bu:lding during clear winter days can be
estimated knowing the direct gain glazing
area, the solar penetration of the glazing,
and th~ heat loss characteristics of the
bul Idlng. A heat balance Is calculated over
the l?-hour pe~iod from 6:O0 a.m. to6:O0
p.m., accounting for solar galhs, plus
internal heat, mfnus heat losses. The heat
losses are calculated based on the total
heat loss coefflc:entof the bul”l.ing (TLC)
and the difference between average inside
twnperatvre and average outside temperature.

The energy balance stated above In
words can be put in equntton form as follows:

‘ - (Tr -Qs Ta)TLC/2 +Qi/2
ATy(swlng) . —— -, (26)

DHC

in whtch

Tr ■ dally average room temperature,
Ta ■ daily average ambient timpe~aturc, and
US ■ dally solar gains.
Qj = dally intirnal heat (asunned unlfoml

Although one could account for the
detail structure of ‘he insfde and outside
hourly temperature profiles in determining
Tr and Ta, this IS not done for this

]’,,



analysis. The pr+ww reason Is
Wf sh to kesw the aMIYSf S fairly

that *
sisple and

Iittla ~Uracy muld be gained by the
c~llcation. A second reason Is that both
Inside and outside temperatuns will be
higher than average during the daytime (both
due to s4;ar gains) so thet there is a
tendency for these effectt to cancel one
another. lfhether they wuld cancel exactly,
of cwrse, depends on the exact sagnltude of
th~ two swings.

Effect of Higher Hamonlcs. A typical
dally clear-dsy t.euperature varfatlon in a
direct gain building Is shwn In Figure 4.
Although t.kis curve Is calculated using a
detailed themsl network model, the shape Is
extremely close to profiles masured In
direct gain rooms. He are intmested in the
harmonic coefficients of this profile, which
have been Calculated and are glvan fn Ref. 1.
ble find that the dlrunal cqonent Is
dominant, and that the first three harmnlcs
represent the temperature profile well.

He are Interested In the relationships
between the diurnal :mnponent and the actual
profile. These are as follws:

Diurnal Actual—.

ATr, t~parnture suing,
4.55 5.55

Time of peak 2:00 p.m. 3:11 p.m.

Thus, for this wave shape, the dfurnal
component underestimates the tam erature

Rswfng by 22Z and overestimates t e time
delay of the mexlmu); by 1 hour and 11 min.

I If w know the diurnal cmponent, and the
rom t~rature profile has the same shape
as that of Figure 4, we can estlmete the
-ctual rocm temperature swing and the time
of the msximM as follous:

ATr (actual) ■ 1.2?, I AT (diurnal)
\tlm of peak, actual ■ t ma of diurnal peak

minus 1:11 hours. The nm tempertiture
profile might be different in some
circmstences, and the correction factors
could be modified to account for the
difference.

Design Guidelines
Design guidelines can be detemlned

based on ‘~e maximm desired tanperature
swings in direct gain situations. This
leads to a minimwn permissible diurnal heat
capacity per unit area of south-facing
direct gain glazlng. We can take this one
step further by relating it to cownon heat
storage materials. Referenca 1 expla?ns a
method for ●stimating the maximum allwable
direct gain windw area, expressed as a
fraction of floor area. Frm the expected
insolation at 40° latitude or a clear
winter day, we find the follwing guidelines.

Guideline #l: For@achm2 (10.8 ft2)
of vertical south glazing, a dl rnal

!heat capacity (DIK) ofl.7 M 10 J/K
(914 Btu/oF) is required to limit
the iamperatun swing to 5.5K (lOoF).

Guideline #2: For a 5.5K (lOoF)
temperature swing, direct gain glazing
should be llmited co 5% of the floor
area in lcu-mass buildings and to 25%
of the floor in high-mass bulldlngz.

,. I ; l,, ,.,, .,



NOTATI CM LITERATURE CITED
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t
T
Ta
Tr
ATr

X.
z

‘theml add ttance, =(’ 1.
specl f Ic hect
diurnal beet capabity
dhc of a wall of oDtlnnnn thickness

~$,pr‘nf’n’te’y*’ck‘e”
tietil conductivity
mgnitude of dhc
phase
period
heat flux 2.
peak Instantaneous heat flux
ratio cf heat flux to temperature -

admittance product
time
temperature
average amtlent temperature
average room tmnperature
peak-tc-peak varlbtion in room

temperature
distance
thickness of wall
characteristic thfckness; corresponds

to one unit or’ dimensionless
thickness

aptimum wall thickness
tantrrX
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“Neat Storage and Dfstrlbution
Inside Passive Solar Bulldings,h
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fran the National Technical
Information Service, ‘~rlngfield,
VA 22161.
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TABLE I

HEAT CAPACITYAND CHAMCTERISTIC THICKNESS

Material dhc ●

w
dhc ●

● *
‘1 ‘1

l!34JiKm2 m Btul?F ft2 In.

Granite 23.6
Concrete 21,9
L~mestone 17.0
C-n Brfck 13.3
Paver Brick 19.8
Adobe 11.3
Sand 7.39
Softwood 2.65
Hardwood 4.45

149
154
1 iv
106
129
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Fig, 1. Heat fluxes md tanperatures at tho surface and at three dlffarent
depths inside a very thick concreta wall for a 2-day Intanal. Lhpths A, B,
andC correspond to 127 mm (5 in.), 254 m (10 in.), and 381 m (15 in.),
respectively.
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Note that walls beyond a dimensionless thickness of 3 are

essentia ly tnflnlte.
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Fig. 3, Effect of an air gap on the diurnal heat c~paclt of a wall as a
ifunction of the diwns~onless thickmsc of the wall and +. e ratio. r, of the

thermal edmtttanre of the wall to the U-value of the air film. The curve
gives the ratio of the diurnal heat capa:ity of the series connection to the
diurnal haat capacity of the wall alone,
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